American Journal of Medical Genetics Bundle

Parts A, B, and C of this renowned publication are now available as a convenient, cost-effective package.

Components of the Bundle include:

**American Journal of Medical Genetics Part A**
Gives continuous coverage of all biological and medical aspects of genetic disorders and birth defects, as well as in-depth documentation of phenotype analysis within the current context of genotype/phenotype correlations.

**American Journal of Medical Genetics Part B**
Part B, Neuropsychiatric Genetics, provides a forum for experimental and clinical investigations of the genetic mechanisms underlying neurologic and psychiatric disorders.

**American Journal of Medical Genetics Part C**
Part C, Seminars in Medical Genetics, serves as both an educational resource and review forum, providing critical, in-depth retrospectives for students, practitioners, and associated professionals working in fields of human and medical genetics.
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What’s Included
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part A
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part B: Neuropsychiatric Genetics
American Journal of Medical Genetics Part C: Seminars in Medical Genetics